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Rot & Ruin #2
Gutsy Gomez’s danger-filled journey to save those infected with the zombie plague
continues in New York Times bestselling author Jonathan Maberry’s terrifying followup to Broken Lands. Gabriella “Gusty” Gomez lost her mother, and now she’s
losing her home. Gutsy and her friends, along with Benny and his crew, have just
survived a massive attack on New Alamo by the Night Army—a mix of mindless
shambling los muertos and sentient half-zombie ravagers. She’s also reeling from
the revelation that the residents of her town were the lab rats of the biological
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testing facility linked to creating the most dangerous zom, the Raggedy Man, who
controls all of the living dead. And the first raid was only a test. The real Night
Army is coming, and this time, it’ll be a handful of survivors against seven billion
zombies.

Lost Roads
The dead rose, we fell. The zombie apocalypse happened fifteen years ago, when
Benny Imura was just a baby. Now he and his friends are witnessing the horrors of
what happened to the world after doomsday. NY Times best-selling author and
multiple Bram Stoker award-winner, Jonathan Maberry, continues an all-new tale
set in the world of the Rot & Ruin!

Mars One
The perfect read for fans of The Walking Dead, from an award-winning author.
Benny Imura and his friends have made it to Sanctuary, and discovered that
scientists are on the verge of finding a cure for the zombie plague. It should be
time for celebration, but it's not. Benny's best friend, Chong, has been infected by
an arrow dipped in the flesh of a zombie, and Dr McReady, a researcher who may
have the critical formula for a cure, has gone missing. Benny convinces Captain
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Ledger to mount a search and rescue mission to find him, but the Reapers are still
pursuing their plan to turn all zombies into super-fast shock troops. So even if they
can save Chong, can they save themselves? In the fourth book of the thrilling and
emotionally charged Rot and Ruinseries, the battle to end all battles is about to
begin

Ghost Road Blues
An electromagnetic pulse flashes across the sky, destroying every electronic
device, wiping out every computerized system, and killing billions. When it
happens, Alex was hiking in the woods to say good-bye to her dead parents and
her personal demons. Now desperate to find out what happened after the pulse
crushes her to the ground, Alex meets up with Tom—a young soldier—and Ellie, a
girl whose grandfather was killed by the EMP. For this improvised family and the
others who are spared, it's now a question of who can be trusted and who is no
longer human. Author Ilsa J. Bick crafts a terrifying and thrilling novel about a world
that could be ours at any moment, where those left standing must learn what it
means not just to survive, but to live amidst the devastation.

The Enemy
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Stebbins Little School is full of bodies. It's unthinkable to Desdemona Fox. Children
are sobbing as panicked teachers and neighbors beat down their family members
outside of the schoolor the things that used to be their family members. Parents
don't eat their children do they? Officers Fox and Hammond, along with journalist
Billy Trout, are calling it the beginning of the end. This is the zombie apocalypse.
An insane escaped serial killer is infecting Stebbins County with a deadly virus, and
now the whole world is watching while Fox, Trout, and the remaining inhabitants of
Stebbins fight for their life againstwhat? The undead? The President and the
National Guard are ready to nuke Stebbins, PA off the map and cut their losses. But
the infection is spreading and fast. Worse, the scientist who created the virus is
missing. It's a numbers game as the body count rises; Fox has to contain the
infected and evacuate the living before it's too late, and the clock is ticking Fall of
Night, Maberry's nail-biting sequel to Dead of Night, picks up where the first novel
left off—on a wild goose chase for a madman and the missing scientist who gave
him new "un"-life. Chilling, gory, and hair-raisingly scary, Maberry fans won't be
able to read this fast-paced thriller with the lights off.

Ashes
Eighteen brand new stories—exclusive to this collection—featuring the Colonial
Marines in bloody conflict with the deadly Aliens. ALIENS: BUG HUNT will send the
marines into deep space, to alien worlds, to derelict space settlements, and into
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the nests of the universe’s most dangerous monsters.

Rot & Ruin #3
In the battle against the vampiric Ticks, humanity was slowly but certainly headed
for extinction. For months, twin sisters Lily and Mel had been “quarantined” with
thousands of other young people being harvested for their blood—food for the
Ticks. Finally escaping with a few friends, the twins are separated—and must
continue the fight on their own . . . After making it to a resistance base camp in
Utah, Lily learned to survive at all costs. But when a Tick attack decimates the
fighters, Lily and her pregnant friend, McKenna, decide to make the hard trek north
to Canada—and safety. Meanwhile, Mel is being taught how to survive by the very
vampire that turned her. Living without her sister is hard, but dealing with the fact
that her autism was cured by the vampire bite is an even bigger challenge. But
when a monstrous betrayal places Lily in mortal danger, Mel must set out to find
her, save her, and begin to unravel the empire of destruction that the Ticks have
built.

Rot & Ruin #4
What happened to Benny Imura and his friends after they reached Sanctuary—and
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discovered that it was far from the miracle they had thought it would be? Jonathan
Maberry shares a glimpse into a formative moment in an exclusive e-short story
that also features Joe Ledger (Patient Zero, Extinction Machine) and Iron Mike
Sweeney (The Pine Deep Trilogy).

Fall of Night
How did Dana Scully become a skeptic? The X-Files Origins has the answers in this
young adult, science-fiction origin story by New York Times-bestselling author
Jonathan Maberry. In the spring of 1979, fifteen-year-old Dana Scully has bigger
problems than being the new girl in school. Dana has always had dreams.
Sometimes they’ve even come true. Until now, she tried to write this off as
coincidence. But ever since her father’s military career moved the family across
the country to Craiger, Maryland, the dreams have been more like visions. Vivid,
disturbing, and haunted by a shadowy figure who may be an angel . . . or the devil.
When a classmate who recently died in a car accident appears before Dana, her
wounds look anything but accidental. Compelled by a force she can’t name, Dana
uncovers even more suspicious deaths—and must face the dangerous knowledge
that evil is real. But when a betrayal of faith makes her question everything, she
begins to put her faith in being a skeptic. An Imprint Book
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Aliens: Bug Hunt
When Benny and his friends learn that a scientist may have discovered a cure for
the zombie plague, they mount a search and rescue mission, unaware that the
reapers want the cure to wipe humanity off the face of the earth.

Something Beautiful: A Novella
''Warrior Smart,'' conclusion! Benny and Chong are exiled from the farm_without
weapons and surrounded by zombies. Nix and Lilah are prisoners, and if Farmer
John gets his way, they'll live their lives in a terrible kind of slavery. How far are
four teens willing to go to save those they love? Maberry and Vargas bring the four
young samurai to the brink of madness, where every choice is a bad choice and
the hungry dead are at the door.

Tag Along
In the gripping conclusion to the action-packed “standard bearer” (Booklist) of
zombie series, the threat of death is given new life. Benny Imura and his friends
have found the jet and Sanctuary—but neither is what they expected. Instead of a
refuge, Sanctuary is a hospice, and the soldiers who flew the plane seem to be
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little more than bureaucrats who have given up hope for civilization’s future. With
Chong hovering between life and death, clinging to his humanity by a thread,
Benny makes a startling discovery: A scientist may have discovered a cure for the
zombie plague. Desperate to save Chong, Benny and his friends mount a search
and rescue mission. But they’re not the only ones on the hunt. The reapers are
after the cure too, and they want to use it turn all the zombies into superfast shock
troops—and wipe humanity off the face of the earth. In this riveting conclusion to
the Rot & Ruin series, the battle to end all battles is just beginning.

Rot and Ruin
“Maberry will scare the hell out of you.” —Tess Gerritsen The final novel in the
award-winning Pine Deep saga . . . In the Pennsylvania town of Pine Deep, a
handful of brave souls prepare for an unspeakable evil that has been gathering
strength for thirty years. On Halloween night, the legend that has haunted their
community will return with a vengeance. The dead will rise, the damned will take
human form, and a red wave of terror will consume every man, woman, and child.
For the few left standing, time is running out. Daylight is fading, and the ultimate
battle between good and evil is about to begin . . . “Horror on a grand scale,
reminiscent of Stephen King.” —Publishers Weekly “Jonathan Maberry’s horror is
rich and visceral. It’s close to the heart . . . and close to the jugular.” —Kevin J.
Anderson “Maberry’s works will be read for many, many years to come.” —Ray
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Bradbury “Unique and masterful.” —Richard Matheson

Dead Man's Song
Brand new adventures set in the world of Rot & Ruin! Written by NY Times bestselling author and multiple Bram Stoker award-winner, Jonathan Maberry, this allnew storyline continues events from the award-winning series of novels. In Rot &
Ruin: Warrior Smart we meet Benny, Nix, Lilah and Chong as they travel through
the Sierra Nevada mountains just one faltering step ahead of zombie hordes and
one giant leap behind the plane flying through the sky that set them on their
journey of discovery.

Tooth & Nail
“The zombie attacks are bigger, better—and gorier—in this nearly non-stop action
sequel to Rot & Ruin” (Kirkus Reviews). Winner of the Bram Stoker Award. Six
months have passed since the terrifying battle with Charlie Pink-eye and the Motor
City Hammer in the zombie-infested mountains of the Rot & Ruin. It’s also been six
months since Benny Imura and Nix Riley saw something in the air that changed
their lives. Now, after months of rigorous training with Benny’s zombie-hunter
brother Tom, Benny and Nix are ready to leave their home forever and search for a
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better future. Lilah the Lost Girl and Benny’s best friend Lou Chong are going with
them. But before they even leave there is a shocking zombie attack in town, and
as soon as they step into the Rot & Ruin they are pursued by the living dead, wild
animals, insane murderers, and the horrors of Gameland—where teenagers are
forced to fight for their lives in the zombie pits. Worst of all…could the evil Charlie
Pink-eye still be alive? In the great Rot & Ruin, everything wants to kill you. And
not everyone in Benny’s small band of travelers will survive….

The X-Files Origins: Devil's Advocate
Yesterday, Parker Saint’s only concern was his swiftly rising star power. Today,
he’s just trying to stay alive. Parker Saint is living the dream. A cushy job at a
thriving megachurch has him on the verge of becoming a bestselling author and
broadcast celebrity—until life takes an abrupt turn that lands him on the wrong
side of the law. To avoid a public scandal, he agrees to consult with the police on a
series of brutal murders linked by strange religious symbols scrawled on each
victim. Parker tries to play the expert, but he is clearly in over his head. Drawn
ever deeper into a web of intrigue involving a demanding detective, a trio of
secretive Vatican operatives, and a centuries-old conspiracy to conceal a
mysterious relic, he realizes for the first time that the battle between good and evil
is all too real—and that the killer is coming back . . . this time for him. “A thoughtprovoking exploration into the power of faith and the reality of evil. Filled with
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memorable characters and tight writing, Playing Saint is an impressive debut from
an author to watch.” —Steven James, bestselling author of Placebo and The Queen

Widening the Circle of Love
“The third time’s the charm with even more adventure—and gore—as the Rot &
Ruin series continues” (Kirkus Reviews). Reeling from the devastation of Dust &
Decay, Benny Imura and his friends plunge deep into the zombie-infested
wastelands of the great Rot & Ruin. Benny, Nix, Lilah, and Chong journey through a
fierce wilderness that was once America, searching for the jet they saw in the skies
months ago. If that jet exists then humanity itself must have
survived…somewhere. Finding it is their best hope for having a future and a life
worth living. But the Ruin is far more dangerous than any of them can imagine.
Fierce animals hunt them. They come face to face with a death cult. And then
there’s the zombies—swarms of them coming from the east, devouring everything
in their paths. And these zoms are different. Faster, smarter, and infinitely more
dangerous. Has the zombie plague mutated, or is there something far more sinister
behind this new invasion of the living dead? One thing Benny and his companions
can’t afford to forget: In the great Rot & Ruin, everything wants to kill you.

Rot & Ruin #1
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“Maberry’s vampire novels are unique and masterful.” —Richard Matheson The
award-winning Pine Deep saga continues . . . Something evil has awakened in the
town of Pine Deep. While a local newsman tries to piece together the gruesome
events of a long-buried crime, others are preparing for the return of an
unstoppable scourge. Bodies mutilated beyond description, innocents driven to
acts of vicious madness—a monstrous legacy is preying on the living and the dead.
There are those in Pine Deep who are not what they seem. Who are driven by a
thirst for blood and revenge. And who are quietly building an army of the undead .
. . “Horror on a grand scale, reminiscent of Stephen King.” —Publishers Weekly
“Maberry’s works will be read for many, many years to come.” —Ray Bradbury
“Jonathan Maberry’s horror is rich and visceral. It’s close to the heartand close to
the jugular.” —Kevin J. Anderson “Maberry will scare the hell out of you.” —Tess
Gerritsen

ghostgirl Xmas Spirit
New York Times bestselling author Jonathan Maberry returns to the world of Rot &
Ruin with this first novel in a series that’s more thrilling and filled with
exceptionally terrifying adventures. Ever since her mother’s death, Gabriella
“Gutsy” Gomez has spent her days flying under the radar. But when her mother’s
undead body is returned to her doorstep from the grave and Gutsy witnesses a
pack of ravagers digging up Los Muertos—her mother’s name for the undead—she
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realizes that life finds you no matter how hard you try to hide from it. Meanwhile,
Benny Imura and his gang set out on a journey to finish what Captain Joe Ledger
started: they’re going to find a cure. After what they went through in the Rot &
Ruin, they think they’ve seen it all, but as they venture into new and unexplored
territory, they soon learn that the zombies they fought before were nothing
compared to what they’ll face in the wild beyond the peace and safety of their
fortified town.

The Future of Us
'This is anything but another zombie novel exciting, full of action, and curiously
thoughtful' Charlaine Harris, author of the True Blood series 'A thought-provoking
thriller that still delivers a good dose of action and gore' The Bookseller The perfect
read for fans of The Walking Dead, from an award-winning author. Nearly fourteen
years ago, a freak virus swept across the world - turning those infected into the
undead. Benny Imura has grown-up never knowing anything different; his last
memory of his parents was of them becoming zombies. Now Benny is fifteen, and
joining his brother Tom in the 'family business' of zombie killing. Benny and Tom
head into the Rot and Ruin, an area full of the wandering undead, and Benny
realises that being a bounty hunter isn't just about whacking zombies. Benny finds
his beliefs challenged - and discovers that sometimes the worst monsters you can
imagine aren't the zombies, after all… 'Highly recommended' The Bookbag.co.uk
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'…thoughtful, postapocalyptic coming-of-age tale…In turns mythic and down-toearth, this intense novel combines adventure and philosophy to tell a truly
memorable zombie story' Publishers Weekly, Starred Review

Nights of the Living Dead
"This is horror on a grand scale, reminiscent of Stephen King." --Publishers Weekly
The book that launched the Pine Deep trilogy Thirty years ago, a blues musician
called the Bone Man killed the devil at the crossroads, only to be beaten and hung
like a scarecrow in a cornfield--or so the story goes. Today, the people of Pine Deep
celebrate their town's grisly past by luring tourists to the famous haunted hayride,
full of chills and scares. But this year, "The Spookiest Town in America" will learn
the true meaning of fear. Its residents will see the real face of evil lurking behind
the masks of ordinary people. They will feel it--in their hearts, in their bones, in
their nightmares. Because evil never dies. It only grows stronger "Jonathan
Maberry's horror is rich and visceral. It's close to the heartand close to the jugular."
--Kevin J. Anderson "Maberry has the chops to craft stories at once intimate, epic,
real, and horrific." --Bentley Little "Maberry spins great stories. His (Pine Deep)
vampire novels are unique and masterful." --Richard Matheson "Maberry's works
will be read for many, many years to come." --Ray Bradbury
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Rot & Ruin: Warrior Smart
An all-new story continuing the events from the award-winning series of novels.
Meet Benny, Nix, Lilah, and Chong as they stay one step ahead of the zombie
hordes.

Fire & Ash
Return to the zombie apocalypse wasteland that is the Rot & Ruin in this short
story collection from Jonathan Maberry. Benny Imura’s zombie-infested adventures
are well-chronicled in the gripping novels Rot & Ruin, Dust & Decay, Flesh & Bone,
and Fire & Ash. But what else was happening while he was on his quest? Who were
the others navigating the ravaged landscape full of zombies? Bits & Pieces fills in
the gaps about what we know about First Night, surviving the plague, and traveling
the land of Rot & Ruin. Eleven all-new short stories from Nix’s journal and eleven
previously published stories, including “Dead & Gone” and “Tooth & Nail,” are now
together and in print for the first time, along with the first-ever script for the Rot &
Ruin comic books.

Playing Saint
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All four books in the action-packed zombie series Booklist calls “an impressive mix
of meaning and mayhem,” now available in one boxed set. In the zombie-infested
world Benny has grown up in, teens must work once they turn fifteen. Benny isn’t
interested in the family business, but he reluctantly agrees to train as a zombie
killer with his big brother Tom. He expects a dull job, whacking zoms for cash.
What he discovers is a vocation that will teach him what it really means to be
human. This boxed set contains the complete series: Rot & Ruin, Dust & Decay,
Flesh & Bone, and Fire & Ash.

Dead of Night
From the teachings of the world-renowned Buddhist leader, His Holiness the Dalai
Lama, comes a practical, seven-step guidebook for developing your love for others
and transforming each and every one of your relationships in life. Widening the
Circle of Love offers readers a simple and illuminating programme for transforming
self-centred energy into outwardly directed concern. Basing his views on the
human capacity to improve, and drawing on exercises and techniques established
in India and then refined in Tibetan monasteries over more than a thousand years,
the Dalai Lama's teachings are supremely relevant to our lives today: ·The First
Step: Recognising Friends ·The Second Step: Appreciating Kindness ·The Third
Step: Returning Kindness ·The Fourth Step: Learning to Love ·The Fifth Step: The
Power of Compassion ·The Sixth Step: Total Commitment ·The Seventh Step: Using
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the above in the service of others Filled with personal anecdotes from His
Holiness's own experiences, as well as centuries-old wisdom, Widening the Circle
of Love is a major book which will rival the Dalai Lama's seminal - and bestselling The Art of Happiness in offering us an accessible, practical path towards personal
growth.

Fire and Ash
In the zombie-infested, post-apocalyptic America where Benny Imura lives, every
teenager must find a job by the time they turn fifteen or get their rations cut in
half. Benny doesn’t want to apprentice as a zombie hunter with his boring older
brother Tom, but he has no choice. He expects a tedious job whacking zoms for
cash, but what he gets is a vocation that will teach him what it means to be
human. This e-boxed set includes Rot & Ruin, Dust & Decay, Flesh & Bone, and the
all-new short story “Dead & Gone.”

Generation Dead
Go on the adventure of a lifetime with a teen and his family after they are selected
to colonize Mars in this thrilling new novel from multiple Bram Stoker
Award–winning author Jonathan Maberry. Tristan has known that he and his family
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were going to be on the first mission to colonize Mars since he was twelve years
old, and he has been training ever since. However, knowing that he would be
leaving for Mars with no plan to return didn’t stop him from falling in love with Izzy.
But now, at sixteen, it’s time to leave Earth, and he’s forced to face what he must
leave behind in exchange for an uncertain future. When the news hits that another
ship is already headed to colonize Mars, and the NeoLuddite terrorist group begins
threatening the Mars One project, the mission’s purpose is called into question. Is
this all worth it?

Flesh & Bone
America Mason, a sassy undergrad at Eastern State University, is in love with a
Maddox--Shepley Maddox. Unlike his cousins, Shepley is more lover than fighter,
but a road trip to her parents' home in Wichita, Kansas could mean the next step,
or the end of everything

Dead & Gone
Injected by a prison doctor with a formula designed to keep his consciousness
awake after death, a condemned serial killer experiences unforeseen, contagious
side effects and emerges from his grave to begin a murderous rampage that is
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combated by two small-town cops.

Bits & Pieces
All over the tri-state area, something strange is happening. Teenagers who die
aren't staying dead. They are coming back to life, but they come back different they stutter and their reactions to everything are slower. Termed 'living impaired'
or 'differently biotic', there are lots of conspiracy theories to explain this new
phenomenon. But as their numbers keep on growing, so does the discomfort of the
living people in the community. When Phoebe falls for Tommy Williams, her best
friend and star of the football team, Adam, has conflicting emotions. And when
Tommy decides to try out for the football team, it sets off a chain of events that
escalates into deadly violence.

Rot & Ruin #5
In 1968, the world experienced a brand-new kind of terror with the debut of George
A. Romero’s landmark movie Night of the Living Dead. The newly dead rose to
attack the living. Not as vampires or werewolves. This was something new . . . and
terrifying. Since then, zombies have invaded every aspect of popular culture. But it
all started on that dreadful night in a remote farmhouse. . . . Nights of the Living
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Dead returns to that night, to the outbreak, to where it all began. New York Times
bestselling author Jonathan Maberry teams with the godfather of the living dead
himself, George A. Romero, to present a collection of all-new tales set during the
forty-eight hours of that legendary outbreak. Nights of the Living Dead includes
stories by some of today’s most important writers: Brian Keene, Carrie Ryan, Chuck
Wendig, Craig E. Engler, David J. Schow, David Wellington, Isaac Marion, Jay
Bonansinga, Joe R. Lansdale, John A. Russo, John Skipp, Keith R.A. DeCandido, Max
Brallier, Mike Carey, Mira Grant, Neal and Brenda Shusterman, and Ryan Brown.
Plus original stories by Romero and Maberry! For anyone who loves scary stories,
take a bite out of this!

The Lair
Friendships are forged on prom night, when four teens help each other through
disappointment, near-arrest, parental interference and panic attacks.

Tales of the Rot & Ruin
Benny, Nix, Lilah and Chong are taken in by Farmer John and his community.
They're offered shelter, protection, and food if they stay. The only hitch is what
they will have to do in order to earn their keep. In the world of the Rot & Ruin
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nothing is ever what it seems -and ‘horror' comes in all shapes and sizes.

Bad Moon Rising
A modern, magical twist on the Gothic Romance and Girl Detective genres, this
book will appeal to fans of both Beautiful Creatures and the Mortal Instruments
series. Reviewers have praised the take-charge heroine and the spellbinding
romance. Bound together. Worlds apart. Kami Glass is in love with someone she's
never met—a boy she's talked to in her head since she was born. This has made
her an outsider in the sleepy English town of Sorry-in-the-Vale, but she has learned
ways to turn that to her advantage. Her life seems to be in order, until disturbing
events begin to occur. There has been screaming in the woods and the manor
overlooking the town has lit up for the first time in 10 years. . . . The Lynburn
family, who ruled the town a generation ago and who all left without warning, have
returned. Now Kami can see that the town she has known and loved all her life is
hiding a multitude of secrets—and a murderer. The key to it all just might be the
boy in her head. The boy she thought was imaginary is real, and definitely and
deliciously dangerous. "A sparkling fantasy that will make you laugh and break
your heart." --Cassandra Clare, New York Times bestselling author "A darkly funny,
deliciously thrilling Gothic." --Kelley Armstrong, New York Times bestselling author
"Readers will laugh, shiver, and maybe even swoon over this modern Gothic
novel." --Melissa Marr, New York Times bestselling author "Breathtaking--a
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compulsive, rocketing read."--Tamora Pierce, New York Times bestselling author
"Captures the reader with true magic."--Esther Friesner, author of Nobody's
Princess "A laugh-out-loud delight." --Publishers Weekly From the Hardcover
edition.

Unspoken (The Lynburn Legacy Book 1)
Happy haunted holidays: ghostgirl is back in an all-new novella! This eBook novella
continues the New York Times bestselling ghostgirl series by Tonya Hurley.

Broken Lands
From Jay Asher, the bestselling author of THIRTEEN REASONS WHY - now a Netflix
TV show - and Carolyn Mackey, comes a story of friendship, destiny, and finding
love. What if you could see how your life would unfold just be clicking a button? It’s
1996 and Facebook isn't even invented. Yet somehow, best friends Emma and Josh
have discovered their profiles, fifteen years in the future … and they’re not sure
they like what they see. The more Emma and Josh learn about their future lives,
the more obsessed they become on changing the destiny that awaits them. But
what if focusing on the future, means that you miss something that’s right in front
of you? ?
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Fire & Ash
In the wake of a devastating disease, everyone sixteen and older is either dead or
a decomposing, brainless creature with a ravenous appetite for flesh. Teens have
barricaded themselves in buildings throughout London and venture outside only
when they need to scavenge for food. The group of kids living a Waitrose
supermarket is beginning to run out of options. When a mysterious traveler arrives
and offers them safe haven at Buckingham Palace, they begin a harrowing journey
across London. But their fight is far from over???the threat from within the palace
is as real as the one outside it. Full of unexpected twists and quick-thinking heroes,
The Enemy is a fast-paced, white-knuckle tale of survival in the face of
unimaginable horror.

Blood of Tyrants
How did Riot escape from the Night Church? How did she survive the Rot & Ruin and the horrors of her own past? Jonathan Maberry explores the origins of a
fascinating new character in an exclusive e-short story.

Dust & Decay
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Captain Laurence washes onto the shores of Japan with limited memories about his
life, a situation that tests the strength of his bond with the dragon Temeraire.

The Rot & Ruin Collection
Faced with the terrible realities of Farmer John's community, Benny, Nix, Lilah and
Chong know they have to escape. But they are caught between guards armed with
assault weapons on one side of the fence, and an endless legion of zombies on the
other. There's a saying in their world: ''In the Rot & Ruin, everything wants to kill
you.'' NY Times best-selling author and multiple Bram Stoker award-winner,
Jonathan Maberry and artist Tony Vargas ratchet up the action as Benny and his
friends are forced to make terrible choices in order to survive.
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